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Introduction:	
This section sets a human rights framework for 
examining slavery in the modern world, using the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights as a basis. It 
provides material and activities for exploring the theme 
of modern day slavery. 

• For more information on Human Rights Instruments 
for the eradication of slavery, see Part 1, Page 3. 

• For case studies, campaigns and action projects 
on a specific slavery issue – Bonded Labor – 
go to Part 4. 

“Men, women and children are not 
property but human beings. 
The international community 
should declare, loudly and more 
strongly than ever, that we are all 
members of the human family. 
Slavery simply has no place in a 
world of human rights.”

Kofi Annan, Dec. 1999

Part	3Slavery and
Human Rights Part	3Slavery and
Human Rights

“No one shall be held in slavery or 
servitude. Slavery and the slave trade shall 

be prohibited in all their forms.” 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 4. 

Bonded laborer in Tamil Nadu, India.
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All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and in rights. 
They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act 
towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood (Article 1)

Summary of Articles:

EVERYONE . . .
 1. Is born free and should be 

treated in the same way.
 2. Is equal despite differences 

in language, sex, color, etc.
 3. Has the right to life and to 

live in freedom and safety.
 4. Has the right not to be held in slavery.
 5. Has the right not to be hurt or tortured.
 6. Has the right to be recognized before the law.
 7. Has the right to be treated equally before the law.
 8. Has the right to ask for legal help when their rights 

are not respected.
 9. Has the right not to be imprisoned unjustly.
10. Has the right to a fair trial.
11. Has the right to be presumed innocent until proven 

guilty.
12. Has the right to privacy.

13. Has the right to travel
 within and to and from
 their own country.
14. Has the right to asylum.
15. Has the right to a
 nationality. 
16. Has the right to marry.
17. Has the right to own 

property and things.
18. Has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and 

religion.
19. Has the right to freedom of opinion and expression.
20. Has the right to meet with others.
21. Has the right to take part in government and to 

vote.
22. Has the right to social security.
23. Has the right to work and join a trade union.
24. Has the right to rest and leisure.
25. Has the right to an adequate standard of living and 

medical help.

26. Has the right to education.
27. Has the right to take part in their community’s 

cultural life.
28. Is entitled to a social and international order that is 

necessary for these rights.
29. Must respect the rights 

of others.
30. No-one can take away 

any of the rights in 
this Declaration.

Categorization of Human Rights 
Civil and Political Rights deal with legal and 
political issues, such as freedom and equality for 
all people. In the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, these rights are covered in Articles 1-15 
and include Article 4 on Slavery. 

Social, Economic and Cultural Rights deal with 
issues around the day-to-day quality of life for 
all people. These rights are covered in Articles 
16 – 30, including the last three rights, which cover 
global rights, freedoms and responsibilities. 

It is important to remember that many rights are 
interconnected and relate to rights and freedoms 
which can be Civil and Political or Economic, 
Social and Cultural. The Right to Freedom of 
Opinion and Expression (Article 19) could be 
interpreted as a Civil and Political right, as this 
may be outlawed in some countries, or it could be 
considered as a Social and Cultural right, where 
the voices of some people, such as children and 
women, are not heard as easily as those of others. 

Rights are frequently indivisible; that is, certain 
rights cannot be guaranteed while others are 
denied. If a person does not have basic rights (food, 
shelter etc.) then it is almost impossible to access 
other rights. Equally, unless a person has the right 
to education, they are unlikely to be able to claim 
the right not to be discriminated against (Article 2) 
or to stand up for their right to fair treatment by the 
courts (Article 8).

The United Nations drew up the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. 
It sets out the rights to which all people are entitled. 

Universal	Declaration	of	Human	Rights
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Activity	2:	
Human	Rights,	
Poverty	and	Power

Aim: 
To set a human rights context for examining slavery. 

Method: 

1.  Ask the group to brainstorm examples of their rights.
Write responses on the blackboard / flipchart. 

2.  What rights do you need to survive? Pick these out 
with the group. 

3.  Why might you be denied these basic rights? 
Highlight the issue of poverty in the discussion. 

4.  What rights do you need to live a life where you 
have choices and have control over your own life? 
Focus on freedoms and rights that give the person 
control – i.e. the right to vote, to a fair trial, to travel, 
etc. Why might you be denied these rights? Highlight 
inequality and powerlessness in the discussion. 

5.  Explain that you are going to work on the topic 
of slavery and that poverty, inequality and 
powerlessness are key causes of modern day slavery. 

6.  Move on to Activity 3 or 4.

Activity	1:	
Human	Rights	Squares 

Aim: 

To review the topic of 
human rights and stimulate 

discussion around the 
Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights and 
categories of rights. 

  Method: 
1. Getting going: 
Give everyone a copy 
of ‘Sheet 1: Human 
Rights Squares’ (Page 
4). Everyone has to 
get an answer and 
a signature from a 
different person for each 

square. Stop after 5-10 minutes, depending on the group. 
Alternatively, fill in the squares in pairs or small groups. 

2. Unpack the game: 

• Which were the easiest squares to find answers 
for? Which were the most difficult? Why? 

• Which squares had global answers? Which had 
national answers? Local or community answers? 

3. The Universal Declaration of 
    Human Rights 

Divide the whole group into smaller groups of two or 
three. 

Give each group a copy of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights (Page 2). Can they match any of 
their answers on the Human Rights Squares sheets 
to articles in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights? Ask them to write the number(s) of the 
Article(s) in the Human Rights Squares. 

Which of the squares are related to Civil and Political 
Rights? Which are related to Social, Economic and 
Cultural Rights? (Pre-teach or revise the categories if 
necessary, see Page 2). 

What additional squares might the groups create 
Poverty often means people have to work as slaves because a 

bank will not lend to very poor people.
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Sheet	1:	Human	Rights	Squares	

Instructions: Using members of the group as sources of information, find an answer for as many squares as 
you can and write it in the square. Each answer should come from a different person, who must initial the 
square for you. Stop when time is called. 

Name a 
human right 

 

Initial: 
 

Country where 
human rights are 

violated

 

Initial: 
 

Document that 
proclaims human 

rights 

 

Initial: 
 

Group in your 
country that wants 
to deny rights to 

others

 

Initial: 
 

Country where 
people are denied 
rights because of 

their race or ethnic 
background 

Initial: 
 

Organization 
which fights for 

human rights

 

Initial: 
 

 Film / video that 
is about rights

 

Initial: 
 

Singer / group who 
sings about rights 

 

Initial: 
 

Right your parents 
have / had that you 

do not 

 

Initial: 
 

Country where 
human rights 
situation has 

improved recently 

 

Initial: 
 

Type of human 
rights abuse that 

most disturbs you 

 

Initial: 
 

Book about 
rights 

 

Initial: 
 

Right sometimes 
denied to women

 

Initial: 
 

Right all children 
should have 

 

Initial: 
 

Country where 
people are denied 
rights because of 

their religion

 

Initial: 
 

Human right not 
yet protected for 
everyone in this 

country 

 

Initial: 
 

People denied 
right to have their 

own nation or 
homeland

 

Initial: 
 

Human right not 
being achieved 

around the world 

 

Initial: 
 

Right of yours 
that is respected

 

Initial: 
 

Someone who is a 
defender of human 

rights  

 

Initial: 
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Activity	3:	Introduction	to	Modern	Slavery	
Aim: 
To introduce modern day slavery as a denial of basic 
human rights.

Method: 
1. Ask the group what they understand by slavery. 

2. Give out or put on an overhead the following 
examples of modern day slavery. 

3. Ask if they see any denial of rights here. What rights 
are denied? 

4. Ask the group to read through the examples
 again and come up with key words which 
are common to many of the stories. 

e.g. 

Tricked 

Forced

Beaten

Debt

No choice

No pay 

Explain that around the world millions of people are 
forced, usually through violence, to work for no pay in 
conditions that violate their human rights. 

Explain that slavery has been abolished legally in every 
country worldwide but that because people are poor or 

lack knowledge of their rights they can 
find themselves trapped and enslaved 
to a more powerful person. 

If desired, give the group a copy 
of the Fact Sheet on 21st 
Century Slavery (Part 1, 

Page 4). Ask the group 
to work in pairs and 
pick out what most 
impresses or shocks 
them from these facts 
and explain why to the 
whole group. 

Modern	Day	Slavery:	

An eleven year old child in Pakistan is forced to weave 
carpets to repay a debt his father owes; he works 14 
hours a day, sleeps by his loom and cannot leave the 
carpet factory or he will be caught and beaten.

A poor young woman from Thailand is tricked into 
going to Europe where she is promised a job in a 
restaurant; she is forced to work as a prostitute and is 
prevented from leaving as she has no identity papers. 

A twelve year old girl in India is married to a 60 year 
old man. She has no choice in this and must work as a 
servant in his household. 

Bilal is twenty; he is owned by a farmer in Benin, West 
Africa. His father, mother, brothers and sisters are also 
owned by this man. They all work on his farm; they are 
given a little food but no pay. 

A prisoner in Burma is forced 
to work building roads for the 
Government; he is chained 

to his fellow-prisoners and 
is given no pay for his 

work. He is often beaten 
by guards. 

A man in India is 
forced to work in a mine 

to repay a debt to the mine-
owner but the interest he is 

charged means that he will never 
be able to repay the loan. He is 

trapped. 
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Activity	4:	Beware	the	Slave	Trader!
Aim: 
To explore how poverty and inequality can cause people 
to become enslaved. 

Group size: 10 upwards. 

Materials: 

One/two copies of the Slave Trader card

One copy of a Name Card for each participant

Open space or room

Blindfold

Red and green stickers

Method: 

• Explaining the game: 

Explain that there are slave traders around who want 
to make huge profits putting people to work for them. 
They either offer people loans and then trap them by 
charging very high interest or they simply 
kidnap people.

Everyone must be on guard and try to avoid being 
captured by the slave trader. Everyone has certain 
characteristics which make them strong or weak and so 
better or less able to escape slavery. 

If you are captured you may be able to escape, 
depending on your situation, which is described on the 
Name Card which you will be given. 

The trader will ask you if you can escape and you 
must say either:

 “Yes, I can escape, because . . .”, giving 
information from your name card, or 
“No, I can’t escape, because, . . .” 

If you can escape, you get to rejoin the game. If you 
have one ‘chance’ to escape left, you get a red sticker. If 
you have two chances or more, you get a green sticker. 

If you can’t escape, you are sent to the slave traders’ 
compound (set up four chairs in a square which will 
provide an uncomfortable, squashed holding place for all 
the slaves by the end of the game). 

• Playing the game: 
Ask for a volunteer to be the trader. If the group is large, 
ask for a second volunteer to be a ‘thug’ and to help 
the trader. 

Give both the trader and ‘thug’ a ‘Slave Trader’ card. 
Give all the other participants one Name Card each. 

The slave trader (and thug) stand in the middle of the 
room. The trader will raid one of the four corners. 

Everyone has to choose which corner to stand in. 
The trader puts on a blindfold, spins gently and points 
at one of the four corners. The ‘thug’ then selects one 
or two of the people in that corner at random. 

One by one, the trader asks if they can escape and 
releases them or sends them to the ‘compound’. 

• Unpacking the game

When the game has gone on long enough, or when only 
Ravi is still free, unpack the game. 

1. Ask the people in the compound how they feel – 
trapped, uncomfortable? Can they understand what 
it would feel like to have no way out? ‘Release’ the 
slaves and sit or stand in a circle for discussion. 

2. Ask if anyone can say why they weren’t able to 
escape? Focus on poverty. Any other reasons? Focus 
on inequality – i.e. a tribal person who was treated 
unfairly by more powerful people, a woman on her 
own, etc. 

3. Ask what helped people to escape? Focus on 
education, knowing their rights, having some small 
amount of land to sell, etc. 

4. Ask what can be done about slavery? Brainstorm 
ways of tackling it, e.g., 

• Having strong laws against slavery

• Training police to combat slavery

• Informing people of their legal and human 
rights

• Guaranteeing education for everyone

• Tackling poverty 

• Fairer land distribution 
6



Angeline, Mauritania:

You are a widow in Mauritania, West Africa and 
you have three children. You are very poor. You 
can’t read or write and don’t know your rights. 
You can escape one slave raid, but only by 
selling one of your children to the slave trader. 
Two of your children will still be free. The 
choice is yours. 

Iqbal, Pakistan: 

You are the son of a former slave in Pakistan. 
You are very poor. Your father was freed when a 
local organisation brought his boss to court. You 
can escape one slave raid, as you know your 
rights. You can’t escape a second time as your 
mother is sick and needs money for medicine. 

Siri, Thailand: 

You are a girl in a very poor rural family. Lately, 
well-dressed people have been in the area 
offering young girls good jobs in the city. You 
know the jobs aren’t good and the girls rarely 
ever come home again. Your parents are poor 
and are being offered huge sums of money; you 
want to help them. You have no choice but to go 
with the slave trader. 

Pierre, Haiti: 

You are from Haiti. There is no work in Haiti 
but there are jobs across the border in the 
Dominican Republic. You know people are 
cheated of their wages very often and are badly 
treated. You are desperate for money as the land 
you have is not enough to grow food for your 
family. You have no choice but to go with the 
slave trader.

Raju, India:

You are a father of two in India. You are 
from a group of people called ‘dalits’ or ‘the 
untouchables’. People look down on you and will 
only give you the dirtiest jobs to do. Because 
you can’t get a better job, you don’t have enough 
money to pay for medicine when your children 
are sick. You can’t escape any slave raids. 

JP, Sierra Leone:

You are a thirteen year old boy in Sierra Leone, 
West Africa. There is a war going on in your 
country and the army often comes to your area 
to capture young people. They force them to 
fight in the war. The only way you can escape 
is by hiding. The first time the soldiers came 
you hid, but now they know where to look. You 
can’t escape any slave raids. 

✁
✁

✁
✁

✁
✁

NAME	CARDS

You have to try to capture as many slaves as 
possible to work on your farms, factories and in all 
your houses worldwide. You offer to loan people 
money at interest rates they can never repay. They 
are caught in your trap. 

Some of the people you capture may be able to 
escape because they can pay you or because they 
know their rights, or they may hide. You must let 
them go. 

When you capture someone, or a group, say 
to each person in turn: 

“You are trapped. You will be my slave forever 
more – unless you can escape?”

If the captured person can escape but has only one 
‘chance’ to escape left after this one, give them a 
red sticker. If they have two or more chances to 
escape, give them a green sticker. 

SLAVE	TRADER	CARD
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Amna, Sudan: 

You are a woman in southern Sudan from the 
‘Dinka’ tribe. Your tribe is looked down upon 
by the Northern Arab population, who come and 
raid your village to capture slaves. Last time, 
they took your neighbour and their children. 
You have a hiding place and can escape one 
slave raid only. 

João, Brazil: 

You are a poor Brazilian man. You haven’t 
worked for six months and need food and 
money. A man has promised you well-paid work 
on a charcoal estate. You know that many estate-
owners don’t pay workers at all and treat them 
badly. You have a small piece of land that you 
can sell and so can escape one slave raid. The 
second time you are caught, you must go with 
the slave trader. 

Ali, Saudi Arabia:

You are a child in Saudi Arabia. You are very 
small for your age and come from a poor family. 
Rich people come and take children from poor 
families to ride camels in races. Your brother is a 
jockey and you think he must be very unhappy. 
Your family were given $250 for him and so you 
can pay the slave traders $125 to escape two 
slave raids. 

Ravi, India: 

You are a man in India who has a small farm, 
and seven years education. Some of your 
neighbours are slaves and you are trying to help 
free them as you know this is illegal. When the 
slave traders come for you, you can escape them 
every time because you know what they are 
doing is against the law. 

Linda, Philippines:

You are from the Philippines and have heard 
that people can earn good money working 
in rich peoples’ houses in other countries. In 
reality, you know they are often treated as slaves 
in these houses. Your family owes money to a 
rich landlord and if someone came to take you 
abroad, your family would hope you could send 
home some money. You wouldn’t be able to 
escape.

Roberto, Brazil:

You are unemployed and live in a poor area of 
Brazil. You haven’t worked for six months and 
need food and money. You have a small piece of 
land which is worth $250; a local landlord 
has offered you $125 for this land. You can sell 
the land and escape one slave raid by giving the 
$125 to the slave trader. 

✁
✁

✁
✁

✁
✁
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Activity	5:	Slavery	Case	Studies	
Aim: 
To develop a greater understanding of the types of 
slavery that exist, what rights are violated by slavery and 
why people become enslaved. 

Material: 

• One copy of ‘Sheet 2: Slavery Forms’ for 
each pair. 

• Copies of ‘Sheet 3: Stories of Modern Slavery’: 
for each person.

• Multiple copies of the Background Information, 
cut into discreet country sections. 

Method: 

1. Divide the group into six groups. Give each 
group copies of one of the stories on Sheet 3 
and ask them to read the story. 

2. The groups fill out a ‘Slavery Form’ for the story. 

3. As a large group, discuss the answers given to 
questions 4 to 8 in general. Focus on common 
aspects of the stories, such as poverty as a cause of 
slavery, poor and marginalized people becoming 
enslaved, rights and freedoms lost, etc. Follow-up 
activity: research and presentation.

Follow-up activity: 
research and presentation

1. Provide each group with copies of the background 
(see Pages 13-14) for their story. 

2. Ask the group to work in pairs to prepare a list of 
research questions they will try to fill. Agree on a 
final list as a whole group. See sample on this page. 

3. Ask the pairs to research slavery in the country in 
their story through the internet, visiting the library or 
by contacting Free the Slaves. 

4. Provide copies of the Key Information Sources (see 
Box) to each pair or put on an overhead. 

Sample research questions: 

Country: _______________________________

Population: _____________________________

GNP per capita:__________________________

Type of government:______________________

Types of slavery that exist:

 

Groups most affected by slavery: 

 

What the government is doing about slavery:

 

 

Sample Information Sources

Free the Slaves

Email: info@freethelsaves.net   
Website: www.freetheslaves.net

Antislavery International 
Email: info@antislavery.org

Website: www.antislavery.org   

Rugmark

Email: info@rugmark.org
Website: www.rugmark.org

Internet: search tips

Search under: ‘Slavery’ plus key words such as: 

Slavery+Haiti+sugar

Slavery+children+forced+labour 
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1. Name: _______________________________

2. Age: _________________________________

3. Type of work: _________________________

4. Reason for being a slave: 

  

  

  

5. Effects on: 

• Health & Education:

  

• Life chances: 

  

6. Human rights lost: 

  

  

7.  What could be done to help? 

  

  

  

8.  Are any particular rights lost because the 
person is a child or woman ? 
What are these rights? 

  

  

  

Sheet	2:	Slavery	Forms

FILL	IN	THE	FORMS,	USING	THE	INFORMATION	FROM	THE	CASE	STUDIES	ON	SHEET	3

SLAVERY	FORM

1. Name: _______________________________

2. Age: _________________________________

3. Type of work: _________________________

4. Reason for being a slave: 

  

  

  

5. Effects on: 

• Health & Education:

  

• Life chances: 

  

6. Human rights lost: 

  

  

7.  What could be done to help? 

  

  

  

8.  Are any particular rights lost because the 
person is a child or woman ? 
What are these rights? 

  

  

  

SLAVERY	FORM
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Sheet	3:	Stories	of	Modern	Slavery

Rajiv, India 
I am 14 years old. I am an orphan. I have five brothers and two sisters. My father had a debt to the 
landlord but I don’t know how much and I don’t know how long it will take to pay it off as I can’t 
read or do math. I live in my landlord’s house; he owns 22 acres of land. I work during the day 
in the fields. I scatter manure in the fields, fetch water from the well, graze the cattle, give them 
fodder, bathe them in the pond, wash utensils and water the garden. I don’t get paid wages for this 
work. I get a little food. I get rice, dal (lentils) and sometimes subzi (vegetables). Once a year, at 
festival time, I get clothes. I get two lungis (wrap-around pieces of material) and sometimes old 
clothes from my master’s house. 

I have been working in this landlord’s house for the past four years. My family has no land. My 
master doesn’t allow me to leave. I tried last year, but he said no. My master doesn’t beat me, but 
he shouts at me a lot. I would like to learn carpentry or tailoring or else I would like to do farming, 
if the government gave me land.

Anna, United States 
Anna is from Ukraine in Eastern Europe. She is in Atlanta, Georgia, but could be in any city in the 
U.S. – Detroit, Boston, Dallas... She doesn’t speak the language and doesn’t know anyone except 
the people who keep her enslaved and the other women working as prostitutes in a house in the city 
center. She is forced to work as a prostitute but she never gets any of the money she earns. She can 
only speak to the other women in her house. She has no identity or residence papers and is in the 
U.S. illegally. If she goes to the police, she will probably be deported straight back to her country, 
where her family will reject her, as she has worked as a prostitute. She lives in hope of being 
able to escape and get a proper job, but she doesn’t know how and she is very scared of her male 
captors, who beat her regularly. 

Fatima, Sudan
Eight-year-old Fatima, her mother and three brothers and sisters were kidnapped from their village 
during a raid and taken to the north of the country. Three of the children and the mother managed 
to escape, but Fatima remained behind. She is now kept by a man who bought her from her 
kidnapper. When her father discovered where Fatima was, he went north and tried to get her back 
by legal means. He opened a case against the man at the police station and had to pay the police 
20,000 Sudanese pounds (around $280, which is far higher than the average yearly income in south 
Sudan). A police officer went with him to the home of the man. This man refused to give Fatima 
to her father and demanded that he pay him 50,000 Sudanese pounds for her (around $710). The 
policeman said that as the man had bought Fatima from her kidnapper she was his property and he 
could not insist on her release. Fatima’s father was forced to leave her there where she is treated 
badly by the man’s wife, works all day long and has no chance of going to school. 
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Sheet	3:	continued

Pedro, Haiti /Dominican Republic 
My name is Pedro and I am 14. My father has eight children. He doesn’t have the money to send 
me to school. I cut sugar cane to help my family. Every morning I wait for someone to hire me 
in the fields. I have no identity papers because my father cannot afford a birth certificate which 
costs 400 pesos ($28). I cannot leave here. If I try to leave the batey (the village where plantation 
workers live) I’ll be arrested, beaten, jailed and then sent back to Haiti. In my batey, eight of us 
live in a space which is four meters square. We have three beds, without mattresses. There is no 
medicine, school or health center. The contractors often trick us by fixing the scales to make it look 
like we have cut less cane so we are cheated of our wages.

Ashiq, Pakistan 
My name is Ashiq. I am 11 years old and I have been making bricks at the factory since my father 
took a loan of 20,000 Rupees ($500) for my sister’s marriage, six years ago. My father and elder 
brother also work there. 

I work every day except Sunday. My father and brother and myself earn 30 Rupees ($.77) per 
1,000 bricks. We can make around 2,500 – 3,000 bricks in a day. Our wage is cut by 50% for loan 
repayments. We do not understand the loan interest which always seems to be increasing. 

I went to school for three months only. The brick factory owner made my father bring me back. 
We go to work around 2am, when it is still dark, and return at 6pm, after sunset. We have a short 
rest of half an hour between 7am and 7:30am. I am given no time to play. I am not beaten but my 
father often is. I am called names. My hope is to enjoy freedom, if I am released from slavery, so 
that I may learn about some other trade in a better way. 

Naw Paw Eh, Burma 
My name is Naw Paw Eh and I am 23. I am from Burma, where we have a military government. In 
1999, I had to work as a porter for the army three times. I was ordered to carry four mortar shells 
with my baby wrapped around my front. Along the way I was very tired and I asked permission 
to rest. The soldiers kicked me. My friend told me that on some trips the soldiers rape the female 
porters. The army is fighting rebels in the mountain. They force porters to go ahead and set off the 
landmines which the rebels have laid. The civilians die, not the soldiers. When we have to sleep 
in the woods at night, the soldiers squeeze the babies’ necks to make them stop crying, so that the 
rebel soldiers don’t know where the army is camped. I am afraid for my baby’s life. They feed us 
soggy, rotten rice, just enough to keep us alive. I do not know how long our village will survive as 
so many people are killed and beaten by the soldiers; perhaps we will have to flee to the refugee 
camps in Thailand to escape their violence. 
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Sheet	4:	Background	notes

India
Bonded labour is very common in India and Pakistan. 
Workers or their families are forced by poverty to take 
out a loan and must work in return for little or no pay, 
until the loan is paid off. This may be never, as interest 
charged is often far too high to allow the workers 
pay off a loan. Bonded laborers may have no idea 
how the interest is worked out as they frequently lack 
education. 

There are at least 10 million bonded laborers in India. 
The vast majority of bonded laborers come from the 

dalit (untouchable) and adivasi (tribal) communities. In 
India, you can be trapped into a lifetime of hard labor 
just to pay the interest on as little as $36. In the states 
of Orissa and Andra Pradesh in India, one out of every 
five laborers is bonded.

In India, slavery is prohibited and Free the Slaves 
is working with organizations there helping bonded 
families to gain freedom.

America	and	Europe:	Trafficking	for	Sexual	Exploitation
Trafficking in women and girls for work in the sex 
industry is organized and widespread. Women are 
trafficked from Asia, Africa, Latin America, Eastern 
Europe and former Soviet states to work in bars, 
brothels or on the streets. Frequently, they become 
‘bonded laborers’, working to pay off loans to pay 
their passage and ‘fees’ that they have run up while 
being trafficked. Women and girls are frequently 
tricked into being trafficked by being promised jobs 
in bars, restaurants or similar. They may be sold by 
their boyfriends or male relatives. 

In many cases, the person held in slavery is not free 
to leave because they fear the threat of violence from 
employers, do not speak the local language, are not 

educated or they have no papers. If they try to escape, 
the state may see them as ‘illegal immigrants’ and 
simply deport them back to their country of origin. 
Once home, they face rejection or violence from family 
and society, having worked in prostitution. 

Many countries lack ways of protecting trafficked 
women and treat them as illegal immigrants or 
refugees. At the end of 2000, the US Congress 
passed a new law to help victims of trafficking.

Sudan
Sudan is gripped by a long-running conflict in which the 
government, based in the north is trying to keep a firm 
hold over the people and resources (including oil) of the 
south. Most of the people in the north are Arab, while in 
the south, people are African. 

The government allows the army to either ignore or 
support attacks by militias, or informal armies, on villages 
in the south. A rebel army controls large parts of the 
south. Human rights abuses, including the forced removal 
of people from their land, leading to hunger and famine, 
are very common. 

People from the ‘Dinka’ and other African communities 
are often captured by raiders to be sold into slavery in 
the north of the country. Armed raiders enter villages 
and capture women and children. UNICEF estimates 
that up to 10,000 children have been captured since 
1983. The government of Sudan has been accused of 
encouraging capture of innocent people as the army 
takes part in or supports raids alongside the militia 
groups. The government takes no action to investigate 

raids or arrest those who carry them out. 

Due to the complex economic and political situation of 
Sudan, people fighting slavery there are faced with dif-
ficult choices. Sometimes families in southern Sudan, 
desperate to have their loved ones returned to them, 
look to a process called “redemption.” Middlemen buy 
slaves out of bondage in the north, then lead them to 
the south and demand payment for the slaves before 
releasing them. 

Some anti-slavery organizations have supported this 
process as a short-term solution to the slavery problem, 
and others have argued that redemption is an unsustain-
able, and maybe even a hurtful, way to fight slavery. 
However, all anti-slavery activists agree that lasting 
peace in Sudan is the only true solution. Free the Slaves 
is advocating for peace in the region, building pro-
grams to rehabilitate freed slaves and preparing to meet 
the needs of the slaves still held in the north--when 
they are hopefully freed very soon.
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Sheet	4:	continued

Pakistan
In Pakistan, children work in the brick making industry 
to pay off the debts owed by their families. Loans 
are taken out by poor families because of illness, 
food shortage, education costs or family needs. There 
are strong social pressures to pay large amounts for 
daughters’ weddings and ensure their good treatment in 
another family. 

In the brick-making industry, young children are 
very vulnerable and girls are sometimes sexually 
abused. Pakistan has legislation banning the use of 

bonded labor. However, landlords are rarely charged 
for using bonded laborers. Pakistan has no system 
of identifying, releasing, and giving freed bonded 
laborers the means to live in dignity. The Pakistani 
government claims that a very low number of people 
are in bonded labor: 5,000 to 7,000. In reality this 
could be up to 15 to 20 million, according to one 
human rights organization. 

Burma	
Burma’s military dictatorship forces tens of thousands 
of men, women and children to work each year without 
pay as porters for the army or on construction sites, roads 
and railways. People are also forced to act as human 
minesweepers, entering mined areas ahead of the military. 
Forced labor has been used on an oil pipeline project 
being run by a French company (Total), US company 
(Unocal) and a Thai company in Southern Burma. 

The army enters a village and gives the village headman 
a certificate demanding a certain number of workers. 
All workers are treated brutally – beaten, abused and not 
fed. Those who try to escape are often tortured or shot 
dead. Frequently, the army will demand or capture young 
women as they can be used as workers as well as rape 
victims for the soldiers. Thousands of people have fled to 

the refugee camps in Bangladesh or Thailand because of 
these abuses. 

Burma joined the International Labor Organization (ILO) 
in 1955 and ratified the Forced Labor Convention (No. 
29) shortly afterwards. In 1999, Burma was barred from 
the ILO following an inquiry which found that the regime 
consistently violated the Forced Labor Convention. On 
June 15, 2000 the ILO voted to support a boycott against 
Burma for its ‘grave and persistent violations’ of the 
Forced Labor Convention. 

Haiti	/	Dominican	Republic
Up to 500,000 Haitian workers live in the Dominican 
Republic without residence papers. Traffickers tell 
poor Haitians that they can earn a lot of money in the 
Dominican Republic. Once they arrive they are put to 
work harvesting sugar cane. Workers live in bateys, or 
‘villages’ which are controlled by armed police, who 
often beat and sexually abuse workers and their families.

Haitian migrants in the Dominican Republic are 
cheated at every turn. They are not paid during the first 
three months on starting their contracts. Workers are 
promised this money at the end of the contract; the fear 
of losing their wages makes them accept their terrible 
conditions. Workers are often paid in ‘coupons’ which 
lose 20% of their value if they are cashed. Coupons 

can only be used at shops named by the plantation 
supervisor, where prices are very high. Workers who 
cannot afford the three-month visa ($50) live in fear of 
deportation and losing the wages they are owed. 

The Government of the Dominican Republic has 
ratified the 1956 UN Convention on Slavery, but is 
doing little to enforce it. Haitians who are ‘illegal’ 
or have no papers have no rights in the Dominican 
Republic. 
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Activity	6:	Who	is	doing	what	about	Slavery?	
Warm-up activities
1. People make a difference: 

Carry out the activity from Part 4, Pages 5–6, on the 
true stories of people and organizations who have 
successfully helped to fight slavery in their countries. 

2. Ranking exercise: which is 
more important? 

Working in pairs or small groups, the participants 
rank the following activities in terms of importance 
in tackling slavery: 

• Physically freeing slaves from their 
slaveholders

• Punishing slaveholders to set an example to 
others

• Giving ex-slaves a place to live and a way 
of earning a living

• Working to create strong laws against 
slavery in different countries

• Training the police and judges to put laws 
against slavery into practice

• Getting the issue of slavery into the media 
nationally or internationally 

• Pressing international organizations such 
as the United Nations to publicly criticize 
governments that allow slavery to exist 

• Pressing governments to punish other 
governments that allow slavery to 
exist. 

Unpacking the exercise: 

Each pair / group displays their list on a sheet of paper. 
Discuss the different priorities people may have had and 
the reasons for these. Discuss the importance of working 
at a number of different levels to tackle slavery. 

Interest group activity. 
Aim: To allow participants to examine the role of 
interest groups in combating slavery at home and 
internationally. 

Method: Put the following words on a blackboard. 

Organization A: 

Tackles. . .                           Works with. . .

Works at. . .                        Works by. . .

Free the Slaves: 
Tackles... all types of slavery around the world.

Works at... the international, regional, national and 
local levels to fight slavery.

Works with... local anti-slavery groups in the Global 
South, schools and community groups in the US, con-
sumer, concerned business, elected officials from the US 
and other countries, and the United Nations and ILO.

Works by... supporting grassroots anti-slavery orga-
nizations, raising awareness, helping businesses and 
consumer groups work towards slave-free trade, build-
ing the capacity of governments to enact and enforce 
effective anti-slavery laws and conducting in-depth 
research about slavery and how best to fight it.

Explain that the group will describe how an organization 
works on slavery using these as leading words. Each 
word relates to a particular aspect of their work, i.e.:

• What types of slavery does the 
organization tackle (all forms, child 
slavery, etc.)?

• What level does the organization work at 
(local, national, international, etc.)?

• Who does the organization work 
with (victims of slavery, governments, 
consumers in Western countries, etc.)? 

• How does the organization work (by 
freeing slaves, campaigning internationally, 
lobbying for changes in national laws, etc.). 

Illustrate the exercise with the example of Free the 
Slaves (below). 

Give each pair a copy of the box on Page 16 outlining 
organizations working on slavery. 

They read the short examples of organizations’ work on 
slavery and choose one organization. 

Each pair designs a poster outlining how the organization 
works, using the four leading words and any images they 
wish to draw or create. 

Each pair hangs their poster on the wall. Invite a number 
of pairs to volunteer to explain their posters. 

Move on to the Follow-up exercises / Research 
(see Page 16). 
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Follow-up	exercises:	Interest	Groups	
Research 
Ask students to identify an interest group working on 
slavery in America or internationally, using the internet 
or the list of contacts in Part 5 (Resources and Contacts). 

It may be helpful to use Free the Slaves’ definition of 
slavery in Part 1, Page 2 in order to decide whether an 
organization is tackling actual modern day slavery or 
‘the slavery of poverty / sweatshops / debt’ etc. 

Ask the students to come up with a list of research 
questions, working in pairs or small groups. Agree on 
these questions as a whole group and draw them up into 
a questionnaire which can be filled through research or 
by interview. See the Suggested Questions on this page. 

Internet research tip:

Search using key words such as: 

Slavery+Brazil+charcoal

Slavery+india+children

Presentation

Each group presents the results of their work to 
the class. They may use written or visual material, 
including video if available. If possible, they may wish 
to demonstrate an organization’s use of the internet by 
leading the group through parts of the organization’s 
website. The class may wish to invite a speaker, if 
possible.

ORGANIZATIONS	WORKING	ON	SLAVERY:	

Suggested Questions for 
Study of Organizations: 

Year it was set up?

Who was involved in setting it up? 

Why was the organization set up? 

Is it a local, national or international organization?

How is it funded? 

Does it have members?

Is slavery part of its overall work or its main focus?

What are its main aims in relation to slavery?

What does it do about slavery? 

What difference has it made on slavery?

What has helped it or held it back in its work? 

Does it work with, or against, other groups, 
organizations or governments? 

Does it use the media in its work? 

Does it provide information on slavery to the public? 

Does it provide speakers for youth or school groups? 

How can a visit be arranged?

Anti-Slavery International 
Focus: many forms of slavery; 
supports organizations in Asia, Africa 
and Latin America fighting slavery; 
campaigns internationally on slavery; 
raises awareness on slavery among 
Western public, particularly in UK.
www.antislavery.org 

End Child Prostitution in 
Asian Tourism (ECPAT), USA  
Focus: working against child sex 
tourism and trafficking in children; 
lobbies nationally and at international 
level for implementation of strong laws 

on child prostitution. 
www.ecpatusa.org

Rugmark 
Focus: bonded child labor in 
carpet industry, Asia. Runs 
international consumer campaigns 
and lobbies at the national level in 
Asia on slavery.
www.rugmark.org 

Save the Children
Focus: child soldier campaign; 
supports organizations in Africa; 
campaigns internationally on child 
soldiers; raises awareness on 

child soldiers, helps rehabilitate 
former slaves. 
www.savethechildren.org 

Free the Slaves 
Focus: 
Focus: supports grassroots 
anti-slavery organizations, 
raises awareness about 
modern slavery, promotes 
slave-free trade, educates 
policymakers and conducts 
research.   
www.freetheslaves.net
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